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What’s Your Take on Fifty Shades of Grey?
The bottom line for me is that this verbal porn (and now visual as well, with the
release of the movie) doesn’t pass the “Philippians 4:8 test”: “[W]hatever is true,
whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely,
whatever is commendable—if there is any moral excellence and if there is any
praise—dwell on these things.”
But writer and speaker Dannah Gresh blogged about it so well, I’ll just send you
to it: “I’m Not Reading Fifty Shades of Grey.”
There are some disheartening comments on her blog post, which are reasonably
rebutted:
“You shouldn’t judge a book you haven’t read.” There’s enough information
out there about this book series to make an informed judgment. Consider God’s
command in the Garden of Eden to Adam and Eve, not to eat of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil. They didn’t know evil personally and experientially,
but God still commanded them to stay away from it. God wasn’t going to buy the
argument, “How can we decide whether or not to partake if we’ve never tasted

evil?”
“I don’t question my faith after reading these books.” Okay, but did they
bring you closer to the Lord and to His call to purity? How did they impact your
view of God’s standards for sexuality? If you enjoyed books that glorify what God
calls sin, how do you not see the discrepancy for a Christ-follower?
“It’s just a fictional book, for crying out loud!” This is the most disturbing of
all, because it shows the writer doesn’t understand the power of story. People’s
minds and hearts are not swayed by a list of facts and statistics nearly as much as
they are by story, whether in a book or a film or video. The power of story is that
it can slip past the “watchful dragons” of one’s belief system and turn the heart,
both for evil and for good. All we have to do is watch how the values of a TV
audience change over time by watching certain TV shows. We need to be more
careful about novels and movies, not less.
Sue Bohlin
Added February 13, 2015:
My pastor answered the question “Is It Okay for a Christian to Go See Fifty
Shades of Grey” in this 7-minute episode of Real Truth Real Quick:
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